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ancouver Tap Dance Society strives to be a leader in the promotion and preservation of tap dance
and is dedicated to developing an awareness of this art form. The Society's mandate includes the Tap
Academy, Vancouver International Tap Festival, TapCo - a youth performance ensemble and an Outreach Program that provides classes to hundreds of children each year
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I

t’s been a year of gradual changes, the most visible of which was the departure of
Anna Kramer as studio manager after many years in the role. We are grateful for all
that Anna gave to us over the years and wish her well in her new endeavors.
Board member Kathy McGrenera generously agreed to step down from the
board and into the studio management role temporarily and we appreciate her
cheerful and dedicated work ethic. In the meantime we are crafting a new model
of administration that will take us forward with renewed vigor.
To that end, in December, we met with all our faculty and staff and came up with
a long list of ideas and changes we can make to improve the service we provide. We
have made many of those changes already, but many others require money to implement. We are so lucky to
have such a dedicated and talented faculty.
The board’s building committee has also been active refreshing the studio with new furniture and preparing the basement for rentals. Fund raising continues unabated. Our big effort this year is a Gala that will open
the International Tap festival Aug 28 and celebrate our 15th festival. Mark the date. The gala and the festival
will be truly remarkable this year. Thank you all for your continued support.

A few words from Sas
Sas Selfjord, Executive Director

A

t VTDS we feel the beat. And we're staying in step and in synch by keeping
our hands on the pulse of the art form. Tap Dance on the west coast is not
only alive and well, it's thriving, vibrantly healthy and wonderfully innovative.
Our society continues to play an essential role, striving for excellence in the
widest possible range of classes at our Academy and presenting dynamic and
exciting performances by the world's top artists to growing, appreciative audiences. VTDS is proud is to be a big part of a very bright future in the regional
and international tap community.
In 2013, we continued our mission - to be a leader in the promotion and preservation of tap dance, dedicated to developing an awareness of this art form through the exciting, ongoing evolution of our programming. VTDS constantly raises
the bar to ensure that all our students have opportunities at the same level set out in leading centers across
North America. We thoroughly assessed the effectiveness of our training to develop a generation of tap
dancers and tap fans. This year we also enlarged our capacity by offering a wide and ambitious range of
performances from leading local and international artists. We are proudly recognized by funding organizations, such as Canadian Heritage and City of Vancouver, as presenters of tap dance.
I continue to be humbled by the roster of artists who support VTDS, the diligence of parents to ensure
their children are engaged in tap dance, our stellar faculty, whose teamwork transcends their considerable individual commitment, passion and talent, and our board for its wise stewardship and governance.
Volunteers provide the greatest gifts that non-profits receive - people who generously donate their
time, efforts and care, often just when they are needed most. The list of contributions from VTDS volunteers is endless, but let me share just one example: during a break-in at the studio in the wee hours, a
large street front window was smashed. Within 30 minutes of the call notifying us, volunteer Brian
Sentence, arrived on the scene, ladder and plywood in hand. Almost immediately, we were able to move
on. Hats off to everyone like Brian, who give so generously to VTDS.
Our grateful appreciation is extended to the tap community at large, for supporting so many of our
events. Everyone involved is lending a hand in creating a Vancouver tap community that is rich in talent
built on a strong foundation of cooperation, teamwork and pride.
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Academy

Festival

We closed 2013 with a roster of dedicated dancers that
marched into our studio to participate in a training
program dedicated to developing technical prowess,
performance skills, musicality and knowledge of the
history of tap, all with an emphasis on having fun. Our
advanced youth ensemble, TapCo, under the artistic
direction of Mary Lou Brien, continued introducing the
joys of tap through the Artstarts program that supports
artists in the elementary schools. The precursor to TapCo,
our Pre TapCo program, blossomed like a spring
bouquet, bursting with colour and promise. The
competitive classes, once again, showcased rhythmic
sensibility, as participants demonstrated technique and
complex choreography at a very high level. We're
justifiably proud of our adult programming. Dedicated
and talented dancers, obviously LOVE tap dancing and
express this in their exuberant routines. Our adult
ensemble, Heart and Sole, under the direction of Shelley
Stewart Hunt, continued to delight audiences in the Lower
Mainland.
TapCo and Heart and Sole are available for
performances in the community. Booking information is
posted on our website, http://www.vantapdance.com

Our annual signature event continues to grow in stature and
in numbers. This year we sent the bar even higher by
presenting two spectacular shows, Chloe Arnold’s
“Syncopated Ladies,” from LA and Jason Janas’s all-male
cast, “Tap Stars,” from New York. The electrifying sold-out
evening challenged audiences to remain seated, as perfectly
executed, rapid fire choreography left little time for anyone in
the theatre to to catch their breath. All 10 artists involved,
generously supported our festival and we're grateful to have
had the opportunity to share their immense talent with
Vancouver audiences. The BC Tap Community exploded on
stage offering an amazing diversity of tap dance performances in Super Natural BC Tap.
The complex and comprehensive master class program – including renowned tap 'illuminators' such as, Dianne Walker,
Michelle Dorrance, Chloe Arnold and Jason Janas – knocked it out of the park with a commitment to excellence in training
and teaching throughout the hand-picked team.

Adieu

December was bitter sweet as Anna Kramer, Academy Manager, decided to take some time to take a rest,
travel a bit and yes, continue to tap dance. Her 16 years of service and support on so many levels will long
be remembered with appreciation and gratitude in our organization.

Professional Development

Faculty and Guest Faculty

“Whoa Nellie!” is just one comment from VTDS faculty attempting to squeeze in their sustaining training regimes between
the amazing rosters of highly-acclaimed, international level artists who shuffled their way through our studio doors. The
sensational Michelle Dorrance spent 10 glorious days with our students and the community. We are still quite breathless
from this artistically enriching experience. Choreographers, Sarah Reich, Terry Brock and Jason Janas, also shared their
brilliant work with our youth dancers, who then stretched the imaginations of competition audiences enlarging the
possibilities of what tap can be. Lisa LaTouche, spent time with the community to begin her commissioned work “Hold On,”
which will be premiered at our 2014 festival. She also worked with our youth and Academy ensembles privately. As well,
Joel Hanna, Jim Hibbard and Julie Tomaino instructed and inspired our dancers by sharing their unique artistic lenses and
infectious enthusiasm.

This year we offered professional development opportunities in two ways. “Tap Variations” explored varied musical
interpretation of a single piece of music under the direction of three distinctive and uniquely creative choreographers,
Danny Nielsen, Jessie Sawyers and Terry Brock. The second opportunity was an equally innovative exploration of the
creative and rehearsal process with Lisa LaTouche who is rolling out her commission Hold On to be premiered at the 15th
anniversary of the Vancouver International Festival-August 2014.

National Tap Day

May 25th was celebrated by our members and guest artists who danced and danced, and then some, showcasing the love
and magic of our art form at the Norman Rothstein Theatre.

Outreach Programing

Our Home

We remain grateful for the ongoing, generous support that has enabled us to own and develop a space that is dedicated
to tap dancing in Vancouver. Our priority at this time is to pay down our second mortgage. The remaining financial
challenge, to upgrade and renovate the upstairs and increase our square footage with opening up our downstairs, are future
VTDS goals.

Summer Programming

Our boot camp was attended by 27 students,
whose skills were developed under the direction
of Travis Knights and Jessie Sawyers. We were
thrilled to introduce tap to so many adults taking
classes for the very first time and who
experienced a sense of accomplishment, as well
as fun, and great exercise. Additionally, a
sampler class of dance genres
introduced younger students to
the many joys of tap dancing.

Sharing the joy of creating rhythms and sound with the community at large is one of our favourite programs. Once again,
this year, we packed up our bins of shoes and wealth of expertise to deliver tap classes at a Children's Festival,
Neighbourhood House and elementary schools. We celebrated the festive season with thousands, as our 40 marchers and
six dancers on the VTDS float showcased tap in the 2013 Rogers Santa Parade.

Sponsors

Goldcorp is once again providing funding for our programming, committing $15,000 each year, for three years, a
generous contribution to help us continue to provide community scholarships, bursaries and outreach programming.

Grants

The support of BC Arts Council, Canadian Heritage, BC Gaming Commission and City of Vancouver enables VTDS to
present high caliber tap productions and continue to extend our outreach programming to the community.

I Love Dance Award

On November 19, at the Orpheum Annex, the Canadian Association of Dance Assembly hosted its annual “I Love Dance
Awards.” CADA recognize companies, youth, organizations, etc, which have impacted dance, in six categories. VTDS
was nominated in the I Love Dance, Organization Award and we were honoured to be included with kindred organizations
that are moving dance forward in a variety of ways.

